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ROKK waterproof wireless charging range
Part No. SC-CW-01E, SC-CW-02E, SC-CW-03E

The IPX6 waterproof 12/24V Qi certified waterproof wireless charging range enables charging for the outdoor environment,
without the need for phone charging cables. Designed from the ground up, this is the world’s first waterproof wireless charge
system created specifically for use on board, with the unique technology is housed in an IPX6, full encapsulated and sealed unit.
Working directly with 12/24V systems, ROKK Wireless is ideal for life on the move and is perfect for sail and power boats and
also RV. Easy install, anywhere you need your phone - indoors or out. No more wires! Exceeding the latest and highest standards of the Qi wireless protocol, ROKK Wireless is independently certified to deliver ultra-safe charging anywhere on board.
Choose the right install option for your desired charging location:

- Hidden. waterproof wireless charger 12/24V (SC-CW-01E)
Sub-surface, hidden from view but always ready to charge. Engineered to be installed
under the surface and leave the top surface un-cluttered and looking perfect. Simply
etch in your logo to identify the charge location. Ideal for GRP or wood, the unit can
be installed under tables, cabinets, consoles or work tops. The installation system is
simple to install and works with a variety of panel depths and materials.

KEY FEATURES
The world’s first 12/24V wireless
waterproof Qi™ certified charger.
Safety
- Foreign object detection system
- Thermal management system
- UV stable
Techincal
- IPX6 waterproof sealed unit
- High friction non-slip pad
- Qi certified
- Marine grade materials

Pocket or bond install.

		

Install
- 3 installation options
- Easy install
- No sealant required

- Surface. waterproof wireless charger 12/24V (SC-CW-02E)

Low-profile, flush-mounted charge pad with an ultra grippy, non-slip surface.
Contemporary look with two-tone colour, designed to complement modern interiors
and exteriors. Designed to fit to any smooth surface, indoors or out.

CASE COMPATIBILITY
ROKK wireless is designed to
work with most slimline phone
cases up to 5mm.

		- Bezel. waterproof wireless charger 12/24V (SC-CW-03E)

QI™ COMPATIBILITY
Qi™ is a wireless technology
that uses inductive charging. The
ROKK wireless range has been
engineered to be Qi compatible,
allowing universal charging for all
Qi compatible devices.

The easiest to install, this option includes the non-slip surface pad but simplifies
installation even further. Simply drill a 10mm cable access hole and fit to your
chosen location and fast, Qi wireless charging is ready to go.

CERTIFICATIONS
IPX6
QI™
ROHS
FCC
CE

For the most direct access to Scanstrut technical support and your local sales representative
visit
sales@scanstrut.com
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